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Introduction.
In this paper we generalize some results of Cassels and Swinnerton-Dyer [3] . Suppose /(xi,...,xn) is a product of n > 3 linear forms with real coefficients. Our first theorem is an isolation theorem for these forms f{x\,... ,xn). For a discussion of the significance of isolation theorems in the geometry of numbers see Cassels [2, pp. 264-265] ; for examples and applications of isolation theorems see [2, pp. 286-298] .
In order to state our theorem we need to define an ¿-neighborhood of the form /. For any e > 0, an e-neighborhood of / is the set of all products of n linear forms such that the coefficients of the linear forms are within e of the corresponding coefficients of the linear forms in /. Any set which contains some e-neighborhood of / will be called a neighborhood of /.
THEOREM l. Let f{xi,..., xn) be the product of n > 3 linear forms with real coefficients. Suppose that f has integer coefficients and that / = 0 only when all the Xi are 0. Let {61,62) be any open interval. Then there is a neighborhood of f such that all forms in the neighborhood which are not multiples of f itself take some value in the interval {61,62) for some integer values of the variables Xi,... ,xn.
It is well known (see [2, pp. 285-286] ) that the conditions imposed on the product / of linear forms in Theorem 1 imply that / is equal to an integer times the product of all the n conjugates of one linear form whose coefficients are algebraic integers in some totally real algebraic number field of degree n. Thus Theorem 1 is really a statement about norm forms. Of course any norm form / satisfies inf |/| > 0, where the infimum is taken over all integers xi,... ,x" not all zero. It is a notorious unsolved problem [2, pp. 260-264 ] to decide whether norm forms are the only products of n > 3 linear forms with this property. For n -2, this problem has a negative answer because we can find a binary quadratic form f{x, y) = (x + 0iy){x + 62y) = x2 + ßxy + iy2 with 7 irrational such that inf \f{x, y)\ > 1 for x,y not both zero. Such forms exist as long as /32 -47 > 9, and indeed there are uncountably many with ß2 -4^y = 9 (see Cassels [1, Lemma 14, ). Also, the analog of Theorem 1 is false for n = 2, for instance if we consider the form x2 -2>y2. A certain weaker isolation theorem [2, pp. 287-289] is valid for n = 2.
The case n -3 of Theorem 1 was proved by Cassels and Swinnerton-Dyer [3, Theorem 2, p. 74]. Skubenko [4, 5] also claims a proof of Theorem 1, but his argument is difficult to follow (in particular, when he uses Lemma 3, Corollary in [4] to prove the theorem of that paper, he needs to show, in his notation, that jj2£i/2 __> Q ^ g __,. q^ hU£ £njs js no^. proved). In any case, the proof of Theorem 1 given here is simpler than that of Skubenko; indeed, our proof is along the lines of the original proof of the case n -3 [3, pp. 78-79], but with one additional idea. PROOF. This is an easy consequence of Kronecker's theorem on Diophantine approximation.
In order to apply Lemma 1 in the proof of Theorem 1, we shall need the following lemma about units in totally real fields. If a is a number in an algebraic number field of degree d, we let a = a^\a^2\
..., a^ denote the conjugates of a. The elegant proof of Lemma 2, due to Swinnerton-Dyer, replaces a clumsier one of the author. are not all rational.
PROOF. We suppose that for some fixed i, j and rational integers p{k), q{k) ^ 0 we have
we shall deduce a contradiction. We start with some simplifications, none of which alter the multiplicative independence of the Xk-First we square each Xk\ then (1) still holds and we can remove the absolute value signs in (1) since every Xfc is totally positive. Now we define units (2) yk = xl{k)x7ik) (fc = 2,3,...,r-l);
since q{k) ^ 0, the yk {k = 2,3,..., r -1) are multiplicatively independent. Now (1) gives lorflíW) = Q(k) log(xilVxiJ)) -P(fc) log(x^/XiJ)) = 0, whence t/[ = yk3 since yk is totally positive. Now let L be the subfield of K made up of those b such that b^ =bfj>; since L is a proper subfield of K, it has degree at most kr. But (2) gives r -2 multiplicatively independent units of L, so we obtain r-2<\r -1 by Dirichlet's unit theorem. This contradiction proves Lemma 2.
As we saw in the Introduction, the form / in Theorem 1 is essentially the product of n linear forms whose coefficients lie in some totally real algebraic number field K of degree n. In order to simplify the notation, we take n = 4 for the rest of this section. Our arguments in the rest of the section clearly apply for all n > 4, and the case n = 3 is easier.
Thus The set of all values taken on by L\ for integral Xi is a module, and we fix three positive independent units Xi (1 < ¿ < 3) in the coefficient ring of this module such that x(P > 0 for 1 < * < 3 and 1 < j < 4. Up = XÎX2X3, this implies that for suitable integers yx we have LJ{ui,y2,y3,yi) =/W> (l'<j<4).
We now prove a generalization of Lemma 2 of [3] .
LEMMA 3. Given any w > 0 there exists a C, depending on w and the units Xi, with the following property: Iffy is given, 0 < ^ < 1, then there exist integers p,q,r, depending on w and vf, such that the unit 6 -X1X2X3 satisfies (3) w<?< |6>-#0(2)| <2w0 and (4) #i/a^O<Cflü) {1<i,j<4, (i,j)¿ (2,1)).
PROOF. We apply Lemma 1 with m = 3 and aii = log(Xi/Xj2)), a2j=logXjxf\ a3j = logXixf 'xf) (1 < J < 3).
The matrix A = \ctij} is clearly a nonzero multiple of the regulator matrix of F, so det A t¿ 0. Also, by Lemma 2 with r = 4, the numbers a^aîi and aisa^ are not both rational, so the hypotheses of Lemma 1 are satisfied. (We can assume an/0 by renumbering conjugates.) We choose A = log¥, r = log(l + w)
in Lemma 1 and we may suppose u> < 1. We take p = «1,9 = u2,r = U3, where ui,U2,U3 are the integers obtained in Lemma 1; then Lemma 1 gives (5) 1 -oj < {1 + oj)-1 <*ö(2)6'-1 < 1 + w and (6) C"1 < 00<2) < C) c-l < 00(2)0(3) < C)
where c = eCT depends only on w and the x¿-It follows immediately from (5) that
and (5) and (6) together imply
c-2 < 6^ < c2, c-1 < e^ < c, since eO^O^e^ = l. Since c is independent of *, (8), (9), and (10) imply that (4) holds for a constant C depending only on u and the XiWe may suppose w < 2/3, and then we may replace 'i by 2^/(2 -3w) and u> by w/(2 -3w) in the lemma. Now (7) implies (3) and we can change the value of C so that (4) still holds. This completes the proof of Lemma 3.
We can now prove Theorem 1. It is enough to show that given any 6 > 0, the inequality (11) 0<\r\ = \LÎL*2L*3L*4\<6
is solvable for any form /*, not a multiple of /, in some neighborhood of /: for if /* takes on some value ¿0, then it also takes on all values m4<5n for integer m, and we need only choose 60 so small that ¿1 < m4¿0 < (m + 1)% < 62 for some integer m. Plainly we may suppose £0 = 0 without loss of generality, and we shall also assume £12 = max|£¿j| > 0; this is one of 24 possible cases for the maximum of £j, {i ^ j), sign being taken into account, and all of these cases can be handled in the same way. In order to satisfy (11) we shall take
where f is a fixed value of Li and p,q,r are chosen so that L\ is small compared to L\, but L* is similar in size to Lj for j = 2,3,4. We fix £ so that ££^ < 0 and define (i3) * = -£12r1e(2) >o.
Now we have ^ -> 0 as £i2 -» 0.
We choose a small w and take £12 so small that \t < 1, so Lemma 3 applies and we define the Lj by (12), where p, q,r are the integers determined in Lemma 3. Now (3) gives^I £l<l^ + £i20(2¥2)l<2u;0|cl|, so (4) and (13) if £12 is small enough; so we finally obtain 0<|LÎL;L^|<24o;|a(2)C(3)C(4)lSince we may choose w as small as we wish, the proves (11) and so Theorem 1.
